Second VOCALS Meeting
Welcome and Goals
Second VOCALS Meeting

Logistics

Meeting website (maps, agenda...)


Wireless

UW NetID: event0583
Password: oALg;eAVm;yUCp
The SEP Coupled System
THE VOCALS STRATEGY

- Vocals Modeling
- Vocals Regional Experiment
- Vocals Extended Observations
VOCALS Timeline

- **Planning Phase**
- **First VOCALS Meeting**
- **VOCALS REx**
- **Second VOCALS Meeting**
- **JGR Special Issue submission?**

- **2003 - 2006**
- **2007**
- **2008**
- **2009**
- **2010**
- **2011**

- **Field and modeling synthesis/analysis**
- **PreVOCA**
- **VOCA**
Expect the unexpected